case study
WildPackets Manages Wireless Network Health
at Houston Methodist
Since opening in 1919, Houston Methodist has been recognized around the globe as a leader in medical, surgical, and diagnostic
techniques. Its hospital system consists of a leading academic medical center in Texas as well as four community hospitals that serve
the greater Houston area. Today, Houston Methodist is one of America’s “Best Hospitals” in 12 specialties, as ranked by U.S. News &
World Report.

Business Needs
Houston Methodist boasts an intricate wireless network that supports
over 10,000 Wi-Fi enabled devices. It is constantly evaluating state

WildPackets saves Houston Methodist

of the art medical devices, laptops, tablets, handheld scanners, VoIP

countless hours of post deployment

handsets and biomed solutions putting them through rigorous testing
to ensure they meet their expectations in Wi-Fi client connectivity,
security association, and roaming behavior.
Four years ago, Houston Methodist began looking for a Wi-Fi
analyzer to assist them with their Wi-Fi client connectivity testing.

labor. Houston Methodist can quickly
pinpoint a Wi-Fi client problem and
work with the Wi-Fi vendor for a quick
resolution before deployment.

It needed a way to accurately monitor and analyze layer 2 WiFi network traffic in order to evaluate new Wi-Fi devices before
deployment onto the Wi-Fi network.

WildPackets – The Right Medicine for Houston Methodist
When looking at the products available, the wireless team found that WildPackets was the only commercially available package that
met their layer 2 Wi-Fi analysis expectations, provided reliable data capture, exceptional support, multi-channel adapter flexibility and
gave them the ability to analyze data quickly with its OmniPeek network analyzer.
“OmniPeek is the most comprehensive Wi-Fi analysis solution on the market today. OmniPeek’s multichannel support, network flows,
detailed packet and roaming analysis is absolutely critical to our success,” said George Stefanick, Wireless Network Architect at
Houston Methodist. “Our wireless network is mission critical. We take great pride in providing a reliable and robust Wi-Fi network to our
staff and guest. Wi-Fi is getting more and more complex with each new standard. With the abundance of Wi-Fi enabled devices coming
onto the wireless network, it’s like the Wild Wild West.“

Benefits
WildPackets saves Houston Methodist countless hours of post deployment labor. Houston Methodist can quickly pinpoint a Wi-Fi client
problem and work with the Wi-Fi vendor for a quick resolution before deployment.
As Houston Methodist updates its network infrastructure to Cisco 802.11ac, OmniPeek, with its rapid support of new standards,
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remains the only option for wireless network analysis. The need to have the most

Want to Learn More?
If you want to learn more about how WildPackets
improves wireless network analysis, please check
out http://www.wildpackets.com/use_cases/
wireless_analysis/real_world_analysis
If you want to learn more about WildPackets
products, please check out our product page.
For more information on how WildPackets can be
a part of your healthcare network please contact
marketing@wildpackets.com.

About WildPackets, Inc.
WildPackets develops hardware and software
solutions that drive network performance, enabling
organizations of all sizes to analyze, troubleshoot,
optimize, and secure their wired and wireless
networks. WildPackets products are sold in
over 60 countries and deployed in all industrial
sectors. Customers include Boeing, Chrysler,
Motorola, Nationwide, and over 80 percent
of the Fortune 1000. WildPackets is a Cisco
Technical Development Partner (CTDP). For more
information, visit www.wildpackets.com.

up-to-date wireless capabilities is essential for Houston Methodist.
In addition, there are a number of technical features in OmniPeek that helps them
efficiently monitor and analyze their network:
Visibility – “OmniPeek gives us visibility into our Wi-Fi network that we
didn’t have before,” said Stefanick. “The ability to shape data with OmniPeek
was a critical reason for why we chose WildPackets. Looking at statistics,
history and protocols in readable graphs provided us with a complete picture
of our client testing at any given moment in time.”
Testing and Troubleshooting – Network mishaps in the healthcare
industry are not just an inconvenience – under the wrong circumstances
they can be fatal. In order to prevent any disasters, the wireless team
at Houston Methodist troubleshoots wireless devices with OmniPeek to
ensure that there is no disruption on the network once these devices are
fully incorporated into day-to-day activities. “OmniPeek has streamlined our
troubleshooting process significantly,” said Stefanick. “From beta testing
our devices to day-to-day monitoring, having the ability to reference packet
captures along with the built in plug-ins is something that we can’t function
without.”
Baseline Analysis – The wireless team at Houston Methodist also
incorporates OmniPeek network analyzer’s capabilities into day-to-day
monitoring and uses packet captures as references when studying Wi-Fi
network activities. Through stored analysis information in OmniPeek, the
wireless team can quickly and efficiently identify the device that is causing
the problem, and can troubleshoot the issue based on exact event analysis.

How WildPackets Functions within Houston Methodist
As one of the top healthcare venues in its vertical, Houston Methodist strives
to provide the best and most reliable wireless experience for patients, staff and
guests.
In the initial trial process of new technologies, WildPackets is used to pre-assess
before a purchase is made. This process not only ensures optimal device
integration and network performance, but also provides a device baseline that
can easily be referenced at the time of deployment.
“With OmniPeek, we have the ability to assess new Wi-Fi enabled devices before
making a large purchase,” said Stefanick. “We evaluate new devices through
hours of packet captures, which allows us to go back and analyze what was
happening at the most granular of levels.”
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